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completely different spray characteristics, including the spray
tip penetration, cone angle and SMD, from the main spray with
a hollow-cone shape. This indicates that the pre-swirl spray
should be characterized separately from other sprays; however,
this is seldom done in practice because of the measurement
complexity and the requirement of precise time-windowing for
the droplet sizing and velocity analysis.

1. Introduction
The characterization of the breakup and atomization processes
of the pre-swirl spray, which is formed before the hollow-cone
spray from a high-pressure swirl-type D.I. gasoline injector,
was carried out under different ambient pressure conditions. A
microscopic imaging technique was applied to get the spatially
high-resolution LIF tomograms of the pre-swirl spray. The
individual droplet’s size and velocity were obtained by applying
the imaging processing and the particle tracking technique.

4. Primary Breakup Process of Pre-Swirl Spray

2. Experimental Setup
The fuel injection system consisted of a constant volume
chamber, a fuel injector and an injector driver. The fuel injector
used was a high-pressure swirl-type D.I. gasoline injector that is
widely used in the D.I. gasoline engines. Schematic diagrams of
the injector and details of the injector tip including the
tangential slots are shown below.
The injector has a press-fitted
swirl tip in which an in-swirl
chamber composed of the six
equally spaced tangential slots is
constituted. These tangential slots
give the injecting fuel an angular
momentum. However, due to the
geometric arrangement of the
in-swirl chamber for guaranteeing
the fuel passage, an unavoidable
non-swirling volume usually
called sac or dead volume is in existence between the needle
valve seat and the exit of the tangential slots. The hole diameter
of the injector was 0.5 mm, and the length to diameter ratio of
the injection hole (ln/dn) was 2.3.
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Above figures show the representative spray tomograms that
show well the breakup process with time from SOI and the
block diagram on the breakup process of the pre-swirl spray.
The breakup processes of the pre-swirl spray show an ambient
pressure-dependence regime, and the breakup regime includes
the following four stages in the order of changes: (a) liquid
column stage (SOI-0.13 ms); (b) liquid blob stage (0.13-0.4
ms); (c) ligament stage for low ambient pressure and
small-sized liquid blob stage for high ambient pressure (0.4-0.6
ms); and (d) large-sized droplet stage (0.6 ms-after). The stages
(a), (b) and (c) belong to the primary breakup process, and the
stage (d) belongs to the secondary breakup process.

3. Typical Structure of Pre-Swirl Spray
The LIF tomograms
of the pre-swirl spray
reveal
that
the
pre-swirl spray is
composed of the
large-sized droplets
with various shapes,
differently from its
appearance shown in
the Mie scattering
images of the whole spray. These pre-swirl sprays show
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